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Each generation imagines itself to be more intelligent than the one that went before it, and wiser than the
one that comes after it (Hook) . This alludes to a fact that has been repeated since the dawn of history.

Children and parents play the same role over and over again, yet none of them is ready to take a part in
the understanding process that might reduce the gap between the two (General Statement). Thats Why

several Thesis statement) Problems between parents and sons are an inevitable part of the growing
process Topic sentence). One of the major problems that takes place between parents and their teens is

the direct clashes that occur as a result of changing values and thinking patterns of the modern world
(detail 1). New ideas and values are popularized due to the expansion of technology and social media.
Therefore, when these ideas don't find a sound ground in the parents” mentality, children will become

ready to fight for what they believe true (Explanation of detail 1). Another major problem takes place
when the kids feel threatened by their parents’ reactions such as shouting and nervousness (Detail 2).

When children don't trust their parents’ reactions, more problems will be created because they might
resort to solve problems in a more dangerous way (Explanation of detail 2). In addition, teenagers

develop an allergy towards their parents when their mindsets show a great difference ((Detail 3 and its
explanation). Solutions in the form of austere measures are possible to redeem the generation gap Topic

sentence 2). One of the most important steps to avoid generation gap take place when parents talk
openly to their kids (Detail 1). Honest communication with teens reinforces the relation between the

parents and their teens which makes it possible for them to understand any situation without judgement
(Explanation of detail 1). Another step to have a better relationship happens when parents take part in
solving their teens’ troubles (Detail 2). Taking part in solving problems makes teenagers feel that they

are supported and safe (Explanation of detail 2). Moreover, one of the major steps to avoid any clash in
the future is spending quality time together since this makes them close to each other (Detail 3 and its

explanation). (Restatement of the thesis statement). There is no better life than the one when both
generations understand each other and show maturity and tolerance towards any kind of situation.

((Opinion


